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Kaelus IPA 0850A Product Spotlight

The Used PIM Tester from Kaelus is among the first ever battery-powered PIM Test analyzers
in the market. Designed for versatility, this model supports multiple test scenarios – such as
testing at the base of the tower, top of the tower, rooftop, as well as in-building for all DAS
systems.
Further, this product is IEC compliant and features a rugged battery-operated design. It also
comes with a tablet computer encased in a ruggedized package for easier remote control.
All these features work hand in hand to allow for the hands-free dynamic testing capabilities you
are looking for in your operations. The safe and convenient tester also allows you to add an
optional RTF (Range to Fault) module to the Kaelus IPA 0850A, used so you can quickly
identify the location of all Return Loss and PIM sources.
Having evolved from a unique design legacy spearheaded by industry-proven analyzers, the
Kaelus IPA 0850A will enable network operations to add improvements to the performance of
their sites. It works by finding as well as eliminating all sources of apparent Passive
Intermodulation from the cell site.
Interestingly, this model also comes with an intuitive touch screen interface, making it easy for
people to use for local control, generating actual site reports, and performing tests when and as
required.
The perfect PIM scrub, this Kaelus IPA 0850A, used model is a versatile and excellent fit for
daily use – irrespective of the market in question. The high quality of the product, as well as the
unique features it comes with, you can be sure that the Kaelus IPA trumps all other regular
scrubs in the marketplace today.
As far as robust scrubs go, this model also delivers the features that will capture your attention
and keep you productive irrespective of the use you put it to. If you compare it, for instance, to
the IPA 0707A, used model, you'll understand why the Kaelus IPA 0850A is such a hit.
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PRODUCT DETAILS
So, what features do you get when you invest in the Kaelus IPA 0850A, used model? How will it
benefit your daily operations? Consider the following:
Reliable and rugged, the Kaelus IPA 0850A is perfect because the designers had the
typical tower climber in mind
It comes with fully-configurable powers, IM products, and frequencies
It features a 7-inch tablet computer that has been included to ensure you can control the
device remotely
The touch screen feature of this product is easy to operate
It has some extensive reporting capabilities
With it, you get frequent sweep, spectrum monitor, and time trace modes
It is RTF-compatible
Since you operate it using a battery, you don't have to invest in an active electric
connection
It transmits at frequencies of 869MHz and 879-894MHz
The frequency increment is at 100 kHz
The frequency accuracy is at ± 5 ppm (on the high end), while aging is at ± 1 ppm (max)
The adjustable power per tone is at +0.1 to 20 W (or +20 to +43 dBm in increments of 1
dB)

OVERALL VERDICT: 4.7 OUT OF 5 STARS
Over and above everything else, the IPA 0850A, used PIM (Passive Intermodulation) analyzer
ranks among the best battery-powered test analyzers in the market today. Its versatility is such
that you get support for different testing scenarios – top and base of a tower, among others. It
even comes with a tablet computer that you can use to control it remotely. These features give it
a definite edge over other models, such as the IPA 0707A, used.
All these features – and many others – work hand in hand to deliver a high quality, highly
reliable, and exceptionally useful product. With the Kaelus IPA 0850A, used PIM analyzer, you
can be sure that all your future testing needs will be satisfied with minimal hassle with regards to
power sourcing and compatibility issues.
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